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A word to my brothers … 
Dear brothers, It is with a 

joyful heart that I forward 

to you the news bulletin of 

our Province, beginning 

with these inspiring words 

of Saint Paul in his Letter to 

the Romans Chapter 12, 9 

ff : "Let your love for one another be sincere; hate 

what is evil, hold on to what is good; love one 

another with mutual affection; anticipate one 

another in showing honor. Do not grow slack in 

zeal, be fervent in spirit, serve the Lord. Rejoice in 

hope, endure in affliction, persevere in prayer. 

Contribute to the needs of the holy ones, exercise 

hospitality. Bless those who persecute [you], bless 

and do not curse them. Rejoice with those who 

rejoice, weep with those who weep. Have the same 

regard for one another; do not be haughty but 

associate with the lowly; do not be wise in your 

own estimation…” 

We are at the beginning of another community 

year which is coming to mark the beginning of the 

four years mandate following the last Provincial 

Chapter.  It is a moment of transition in which we 

are called to be passionate and creative in our 

style of consecrated life. You must have noticed 

from the composition of the communities the 

enormous changes that took place in our various 

communities and ministerial works. While 

encouraging a spirit of continuity, our desire was 

to renew and revitalize the various structures of 

our Province, giving new spirit and new vigor to 

the existing ones. Drawing inspiration from the 

General Congregation and from the reality of the 

Order at the present moment, we proposed to you 

the slogan of the “Piarist going forth” project: to 

evangelize with Passion. It is only when we are 

passionate of something that we can develop 

interest for it. So I invite you to personalize this 

slogan that will guide us during these years to 

build communities of faith and love. Let us commit 

ourselves at the beginning of this quadrennial to 

be passionate in our fraternal life, prayer life, 

ministerial and pastoral works; and   above all, let 

us be passionate Disciples of Christ in the mission 

of evangelizing poor children and youth in our 

schools, parishes, youth movements… 

Dear brothers, we are blessed to be members of 

the Institute of St Joseph Calasanz in the world of 

today and we should be thankful to God for the 

inspiration that he gave to the Church through our 

Holy Founder, Saint Joseph Calasanz.  As it was in 

the days when he founded the Institute in the 17th 

Century till the present day that we find ourselves 
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in the 21st Century, the Charism of Calasanz 

remains relevant. And this is stated clearly in the 

Constitutions when we read that: “The Ecumenical 

Councils, the Fathers of the Church as well as the 

most learned Philosophers unanimously affirm 

that the reform of the Christian society lies in the 

diligent exercise of our Mission. For, if children, 

from their earliest years, are instructed diligently 

in piety and Letters, it must be undoubtedly be 

expected that their whole life will be a happy one.” 

(Const N° 5). This conviction led Calasanz to be a 

reformer and revolutionary in the society of his 

time with the education of poor children. I pray 

that this same conviction should accompany us as 

protagonist of the vision of Calasanz in our various 

communities and mission areas in the world of 

today.  

Dear brothers, with these few words, I want to 

encourage each and every one of you in your holy 

desire to serve the Lord in whatever you will be 

doing during this year. Some of you have been 

appointed to accompany the brothers in the 

various communities as RECTORS (See annex 2). 

Shoulder your responsibility in the spirit of what is 

written in our Constitutions in N° 162 and Rules N° 

245.  Above all, in the spirit of the Gospels, love 

the religious of the community over which you 

preside and treat them with charity and patience… 

The responsible persons in charge of our 

ministerial works should be conscious of our 

religious identity and the testimony of their lives 

should shine forth before the little children and 

the youth. Our parishes and schools should be 

animated with the evangelical spirit of freedom 

and love. In the domain of Shared Mission, let us 

be more open to collaborate with the Lay Persons 

who are our closer collaborators in our various 

mission areas. Always bearing in mind that the Gift 

of the Spirit was entrusted to the Church through 

Calasanz for the edification of its body, which is 

the Church.  

In a few days time, we will convene the orientation 

meeting of this quadrennial with the Local 

Superiors of the communities. While waiting for 

the dates of the encounter to be announced, I 

invite the Rectors to start reflecting on the 

COMMUNITY PROGRAMMATION. Bear in mind 

the vision of the Province and the propositions of 

your various communities for this quadrennial 

period. The Provincial Congregation is working on 

the Organigram alongside the propositions that 

were voted in the last Provincial Chapter and will 

soon send them to you. We count on your 

collaboration for the implementation of Provincial 

Quadrennial Plan.     

In this edition of our Newsletter, there is an 

important reflection from Fr Emilio, the Provincial 

Assistant responsible for community life and 

spirituality, for your personal and community 

meditation. He outlines some of the keys issues 

that we have to uproot at individual levels in order 

to make our community life more vibrant. After 

more than 58 years of Religious life, the 

experience of his life can be a source of inspiration 

of us (Cf. Annex 1). 

Rév. P. Evaristus AKEM NDI, Sch.P. 

Provincial Superior 
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FLASHBACK OF THE MONTH OF AUGUST 

1. SOLEMN PROFESSION AND DIACONATE ORDINATION IN 

ROME 
The Province of Central Africa rejoiced with the 

solemn profession and diaconate ordination of 

10 of her members. These took place in Rome, 

in the Chapel of Saint Pantaleo, respectively on 

the 7thand 8th August 2019. It was a moment of 

great joy and fraternal communion for the 

entire Order. Fr General rendered immense 

thanks to God for the gift of the vocation of the 

brothers and entrusted them under the care of 

the Virgin Mary and of Saint Joseph Calasanz. 

He invited the brothers not to be ashamed of 

their piarist identity and to be totally 

committed in the Evangelization of Children in 

love, patience and passion. Mgr Carlos 

continued in the same line on the day of 

ordination. For him, being a piarist is a call to 

serve children. In imitation of Christ, Mgr 

Carlos kissed the feet of the newly ordained 

deacons inviting them to do the same for their 

brothers and sisters. A piarist is a deacon 

forever and he should be ready to dedicate his 

life totally for service. The celebration ended 

with an important gift of an “APRON” from 

Father General to the newly ordained 

Deacons; sign of what they are called to be – 

faithful servants in the vineyard of the Lord, 

which is the Pious Schools. He emphasized 

saying: “Your dalmatics, you will use them for 

few months and abandoned them; but this 

Apron; you will use them every day in your life. 

They are your permanent dalmatics. You are a 

deacon for life”, for the Glory of God and the 

Benefit of our Neighbour!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Solemn profession in 

San Pantaleo 
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2. SIMPLE PROFESSION AND ENTRANCE INTO THE NOVITIATE 
We were also blessed during the month of 

August with the simple profession of 18 

Novices in the Province. The celebration 

took place in our parish church of Futru on 

the 25th August 2019, solemnity of St 

Joseph Calasanz.  Among those present 

were the Piarist family and the biological 

families of the candidates. In his homily, 

the Provincial Superior thanked the 

candidates for the gift of their vocations 

and encouraged them to be faithful in their 

commitment to follow Christ who was 

poor, chaste and obedient. It should be 

remarked that it is the first time in the 

history of the Province that we witnessed 

the profession 18 young brothers. On the 

eve of the celebration 13 novices were 

initiated into the novitiate house of Kumbo 

and entrusted to their newly appointed 

Master, Fr Valery Muaffo, who replaces Fr. 

Paulinus Abose.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The novices 

Fr. Provincial and the formators 
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3. ANNUAL RETREAT, RENEWAL OF VOWS AND ASSEMBLY OF THE JUNIORS. 

The month of August is usually an intense 

one for the young professed in the 

Province. It is a moment of special 

preparation to begin the formation year 

with an annual retreat which ends with the 

renewal of their vows. This year was an 

exceptional one for all of them in the 

different stages of formation to renew 

their vows together in the community of 

Futru. Joyfully in the “Secuela Christi” they 

recommit themselves to follow Christ in 

the footprints of Calasanz under the vows 

of poverty, chastity and obedience. This 

was followed by the Annual Assembly 

during which the Provincial Superior and 

the Formators reflected on some 

important aspects of the life of the 

Province in relation to their formation.  

This Assembly is normally formative and 

informative. This year, special accent was 

laid on the vision of the Provincial in the 

domain of formation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The newly professed, the Provincial and his assistants 
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4. Back to School 
As we begin this new school year, we entrust all our students, their parents and their teachers 

under the protection of our Holy Founder and the Blessed Virgin Mary, perfect model of all educators. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We end our Newsletter with these inspiring words 

of Calasanz: “And since we profess to be truly the 

poor of the Mother of God, we shall never look 

down in any way on poor children, but with great 

patience and love, we shall try to enrich them with 

every good quality, especially in view of the words 

of the Lord - What you did to one of the least of 

my Little Ones, this you did to me”. 

For the greater glory of God and the benefit of our neighbour! 

Our students in Bandjoun 

Our teachers in Bandjoun Our pupils in Bafia  

Our pupils in Yaoundé 
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Annexe 1. A reflection on community life 
It is the first time 

after our Provincial 

Chapter, that I take 

the opportunity to 

offer you a short 

message, with the 

approval of Fr. 

Provincial and the other members of his 

Congregation, in my condition as Provincial 

Assistant of Spirituality (Cfr. Prov. Chap 2015), 

Community Life and Permanent Formation.  I 

propose it as Document of reference for this 

Quadriennium. 

We are still dealing with the organization and 

proposals of Projects and structures of the next 

Quadriennium; but it is good on my part to share 

some reflections with all of you, before we form 

our new communities and prepare our yearly 

community Projects. 

The first thing I want to express is that, apart from 

the good things we all have, especially some, 

many members of our Province, there are some 

points that really worry us, from Fr. General down, 

and we want to start making everybody aware so 

that we can do our best to improve our personal, 

community and Provincial situation from the 

beginning. 

I have said, “from Fr. General down”. Let me 

remind you some of the last words that he 

directed to the members of the last Chapter, just 

before we finished it – “Live authentic Piarist 

life...How can some Brothers live without 

reconciliation? without forgiveness? How can 

money separate us?  How can we spend like rich 

people? How can we never see some Brothers in 

the chapel?  How can we do not wash what we 

use?”.  These and more are very painful words for 

us. 

And Fr. Provincial?  Every time, officially and extra-

officially, he deals with the situation of our 

community life. In a message he sent to the 

Congregation by WhatsApp, on the 9th July, he said 

in a worried mood – “Talking about revitalization 

of community life, the profile of the Local Superior 

is very important. Then I was thinking of how we 

can handle certain tendencies in our communities 

–the use of gadgets, frequent journeys and night 

outings, peer groups out of the communities, 

cliques, tribalistic tendencies, individualism, 

affectivity, clerical tendencies...”.                  Now, 

personally I want to stress some points that are in 

my head and in my heart.  I think they are key 

points of reference to our situation and to push 

gently towards the improvement of our lives and 

communities. 

I.-  Everything starts with the persons, with the 

individual religious. If you are OK, the community 

is OK, in what refers to you. If all the members can 

say the same, the community will be very OK, even 

though nothing is perfect. If you are not OK in 

some rather serious aspect, you will suffer and the 

whole community is going to suffer, not as it 

should be, with you, but because of you.           So, 

think about you, my Brother; don’t think and talk 

about the others, unless personally, in community 

or in constructive atmosphere. Think about you. I 

do it myself; and if now I write like this, it is 

because I am obliged to do it. 

II.- In the personal aspect, the first point of 

reference is the relationship with the Holy Trinity 

and our Lord Jesus Christ. This is spirituality, 

which I define as “the attitudes and actions that 

make real in our whole lives the supernatural 

Persons and realities in which we express us 

believe”. Or, in other words, “our effort, sustained 

by grace, to put the Lord in the center of 

everything we desire, think or do, driving away 

progressively any fixation in our I and image”. 

For me, the first attitude and action of all our daily 

lives that expresses this is the personal, individual 

encounter with our Lord through personal 
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prayer.   I strongly recommend it for all and each 

one of us:  Every day, the first action should be a 

personal encounter with your Lord in at least 15 

mts of personal prayer. If what you do is to rush 

from bed to the chapel for community prayer, or 

to the sacristy for the Mass (I don’t say:  to the 

dining room for breakfast),  you are not fomenting 

your personal relationship with the Lord. You just 

follow the routine. Many must have seen that 

video of WhatsApp: “In the morning meet the Lord 

in the first place, before you meet the devil; meet 

your God before you meet men....”.  If somebody 

has a better way, please, tell us. We have to share 

everything good. Let us make ours those words of 

St. Augustine :  “I learned how to live, when I 

learned how to pray”.  Pope Francis, said”: “When 

faith fades away, prayer also goes” (and viceversa, 

right?). And where can go a religious with no 

faith?. Former Fr. General,  J.M. Balcells, also said:  

“Who has no personal prayer, has no other kind 

prayer”.   

I  write this on the XVI Sunday Ordinariy time, cycle 

C, and in the gospel  Jesus tells us -“It is Mary who 

has chosen the best part;  it is not to be taken  

from her”. (Lk 10, 42)   Which is the best part of 

our day?.  Do we choose Him daily as the first and 

best part of our lives?.  Let us always remember 

that the last reference of all way say here  is the 

Word of God, concretized in our Constitution and 

Rules. 

III.- Next point has to do strictly with community 

life, following the program that the community 

has developed. This is a must for every member of 

that community. It is not optional.  Especially the 

key moments –morning prayer, evening prayer 

and supper, recreation.  Here comes the 

individualism, of which Fr. Provincial was talking 

about; or the frequently fake pastoral work that 

we may invent without necessity, or as an excuse.  

And if the ministry is real, but affects too much 

living in community, it has to be revised.  (Holy See 

“Fraternal  life in community”, n. 60-61 –related to 

Parish work of the religious).  

IV.- Another area in which we hear about some 

deviations is the financial one.  How can it be 

possible that Religious professed fail seriously in 

this area?.  Do we have conscience?. Can we suffer 

that somebody can allow to be called a mis-

manager?.   All, but especially the administrators 

and those in charge of works  in which they deal 

with plenty money, must take 100% care of the 

money, and ready to be held accountable. And 

everybody must give to the Superior-

Administrator anything he receives because of 

work-retreats-Mass intentions....  In Financial 

aspects there is only one Administrator of the 

community –including money received from the 

Parishes, schools, Dioceses...- and the key word  is 

TRANSPARENCY. 

V.- Sometimes we forget about one of the essential 

elements of our Community life –the vow of 

obedience, that help us to gather together as 

disciples of the Lord, in our communities and in 

our Province. It is not in the first place for pastoral 

convenience, nor for social reasons. It is an 

expression of our Faith in the Lord. But it seems 

that in our Province this vision is steadily losing 

ground. Bad news!. My Brothers, if we want to 

impose our idea to the Superior, or we grumble 

too much, we do not behave as Religious. In 

practice, if we provoke headache to our 

community, our Rector, our Provincial, this means 

that personal agendas, ideas, fears, take over our 

hearts... and the will of the Lord is not 

accomplished in our lives.  How to know?. Ask, be 

informed, humbly listen to advice, accept your 

own errors,   pray seriously.... 

VI.- Another aspect that affects our community life 

is the affectivity area. We have to take extreme 

care in it.  It is the first external point the refers to 

the level of our religious life.  They are like 

communicant vases - if spiritual and community 

life fails, we will have temptations in the affective 

world; if we allow us to be taken away  by affective 

lures, our spiritual and community life will suffer, 

and sooner or later all our religious life will be 

scattered.   This aspect is what took late Bishop 
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Paul Verzekov to write to his diocesan priests a 

letter (second edition 1996), that I used in my 

spiritual direction in Bambui  Major Seminary, by I 

have lost. In a meditation I wrote time ago, I make 

reference to it in this way – ” The Bishop demands 

-Not to carry young women in the car, in principle;  

-  not to visit with assiduity the houses of widows, 

single or married ladies, these when the husband 

is not in the house; - not to go out of the Parish 

house, visiting,  after 8.00 pm.     All these, taking 

in mind the exceptions because of charity or 

ministry.”         If  the Bishop was asking this from 

his Diocesan priests, what should we ask from our 

Religious Brothers?.   So individual or clique night 

outings with no good real reason and without 

Superior’s approval should disappear from our 

Province.   Looks strong, but what is the will –the 

opinion-  of the Lord?.  

    Really, the permissive atmosphere surrounding 

our world is incredible. In the countries that form 

our C.A.  Province the possibility of ¨”getting a 

woman” in a scale of 1 to 5 is the biggest, 5. In 

Spain and Italy is 2.  And according to S. Francis of 

Assisi  “familiarity with women is a sweet poison 

that corrupts even the holiest men” (and we who 

are not that holy....).  And not only because of 

women, but to control  the  worldly and drinking 

habits  in our Brothers. Sad to say, but on August 

17th,  one of our Fathers commented that in a  kind 

of evaluation of the Piarists,  Rev. Sisters referred 

to our Frs-Brs. in this way: “fine in knowledge and 

pastoral activity, but with problems of too much 

drinking and with women”.  To cry. 

It is not convenient to close our eyes to reality.  

What to do?.  Let me refer again to the last words 

of Fr. Pedro Aguado in the Chapter :  “New 

stage...What do I have to do better, in what do I 

have to change?.   A LITTLE  OF  CONVERSION”.         

He is demanding too much,  no less than a miracle  

from us religious. If we understand by conversion 

“a new way of living in front of God and in front of 

the novelty announced by Jesus” (L. Boff). New 

way of living, because ours normally is very old, 

with little reference to the Gospel, to Jesus, to 

Calasanz, to our four vows...   We see how all 

these points are essentially related. You fail in 

one, you fail in all. Our problem is that we don´t 

have persons of reference; or, if we have, we don´t 

care much. 

Enough for now.  Dear Brothers, Superiors and 

communities, let us start thinking about this, 

sentence by sentence, and let us try to express it 

in our personal lives and in our Community 

Projects, when the time comes.   Again, Fr. General 

told the Prov. Congregation in his last words in the 

Chapter – “In whose name you must talk?  Not 

auto-reference, short vision; but in the name of 

Christ  -talk about Him-,  of  Calasanz, of the Order, 

of the Province, of children...Doing like that,  you 

will continue the task of building the Province”.  

May Our Lady of the Pious Schools and Joseph 

Calasanz take care of each one of us, of our 

communities and of the whole Province of C.A. 

P. Emilio Calcena, Sch.P. 

Ass. Prov. Com. life /Perm. Form

A.M.P.I 
Annexe 2. Nomination of Rectors 

 Kindly check the document attached to this Newsletter. 

Annexe 3. Provincial secretariats 
 Kindly check the documents attached to this newsletter.  

Annexe 4. Fr. Emilio’s reflection (Spanish Version) 
 Kindly check the documents attached to this newsletter.  


